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seven and a half months old, died 
when she asphyxiated on her vomit 
in her cot. And nine months later, 
on 4 May 2016, our son Thomas 
was born prematurely at 26 weeks 
and three days. He lived for just  
a few hours.

The loss of our babies has 
forever changed who I am. And 
it has taught me so much – about 
myself, others and our community.

HELPING OTHERS  
– A FEW TIPS
Though most people feel ill 
equipped, there’s much you can 
do to help those who are grieving. 
The biggest gift is to acknowledge 
their loss with three simple words: 
‘I am sorry’. Time and again, 
people have said they don’t want 
to talk to me about the death of 
my kids because they don’t want to 
remind me about what happened. 

Not for a moment do I forget 
that my children died. By ac-
knowledging them you give me 
the space to talk about them, say 

oss – it’s all around 
us, all the time. No-
body is unaffected, 
and everybody’s re-

sponse is different. Some deaths are 
sad but expected, and some knock 
the air right out of you.

The words ‘orphan’ and ‘widow’ 
exist because these are deaths that 
happen in the normal course of 
life. Parents die; husbands die. But 
there’s no word for a parent who’s 
lost a child, perhaps because saying 
it, giving it a name, is too hard to 
bear. The loss of a child rocks you 
to your core. It is more loss than 
you can describe or ever anticipate.

I am not a stranger to grief, loss 
and heartache. My mom died when 
I was eight; my dad and stepmom 

divorced when I was 18; I had  
cancer twice in my twenties; then  
I was told I was infertile and would 
never be able to have my own bio-
logical children. These things de-
veloped my resilience and shaped 
my approach to life. But the death 
of two of our children – the mir-
acle children that doctors told me 
could never happen – is beyond 
any sadness I’ve ever known. 

Not even four months after 
being told I was infertile, I fell 
pregnant with our first child, Mur-
ray. We believed that we wouldn’t 
have any more children, but seven 
months after Murray was born, 
I fell pregnant again with our 
daughter, Isabella. On 15 Septem-
ber 2015, our beautiful daughter, 
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Simone Blanckenberg 
in the rose garden 
dedicated to her late 
baby girl, Isabella.
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their names. That’s what I long for. 
To the person grieving, I say 

this: you don’t think it possible 
now, but you will get through 
this. You will find the strength to 
crawl along this dark tunnel which 
seems to have no end. There will 
always be a darkness inside and 
around you, but as time goes on 
you’ll start to see and experience 
a little more light. You will be a 
different person, forever changed; 
you will never ‘get over it’ but you 
will learn to live with it. People 
will tell you that it will get easier. 
It doesn’t really. But it gets differ-
ent, softer perhaps. You’ll learn to 
find some kind of acceptance. The 
nightmare you’re living becomes 
less vivid. And while it’s always 
there, you won’t remain doubled 
over in pain forever.

To the person comforting a 

friend, I say: it’s okay that you 
don’t know what to say. You don’t 
have to try to fix anything. Your 
words can’t make their heartache 
better, but your presence and 
stillness can help ease their loneli-
ness. Just show up, listen a lot and 
say little. Understand that they 
will be forever changed. Nurture 
them, love them, envelop them in 

kindness and patience. For them 
every day is a struggle, and the 
best thing you can do is be there.

SAY ‘YES’ TO THERAPY
For some, there remains a stig-
ma around therapy. In almost 
every other aspect of our lives we 
embrace upskilling ourselves, yet 
when it comes to our emotional 
needs, we’re reticent about equip-
ping ourselves to do a better job. 

A psychologist is objective, 
listens well to what you’re saying 
and gives you honest insights. 
They can help you process things 
that are too difficult to think about 
alone. Therapy helps you talk 
through immediate issues and it 
helps you develop skills that will 
support you in your life. 

Most people who grieve will 
feel some sort of depression and/
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or anxiety. One of the most 
powerful tools I found to help me 
deal with my grief has been the 
relationship I’ve built with my 
psychologist. When I first started 
seeing her, I felt like I was standing 
above myself, looking down on my 
life, existing but not partaking.  

Initially we focused on the 
practical aspects of getting me 
through each hour and day. As  
I started to find strength to cope 
with everyday life, we worked on 
processing the bigger things I had 
to think about – what to do with 
Bella and Thomas’s ashes, Bella’s 
belongings and bedroom; my 
husband and I grieving differently; 
how to help Murray, who was 
grieving too. I would not be in the 
better place I am today had I not 
made this investment in myself. 

BEING REAL
In a social media world, we’re all 
vulnerable to wanting to curate our 
lives to seem perfect. People want 
to see only the good things, right? 

Before our children died, if 
someone asked me how I was I’d 
give the standard answer: ‘Fine!’ 
I kept this up after they died too, 
even when it was the furthest thing 
from the truth. But I realised if I 
answered truthfully about having a 
really tough time, people were able 
to be real with me in return. It put 
them more at ease if I was honest.

There is no scale that measures 
challenges or rates them in terms 
of impact or importance. What 
may seem big to one person may 
be inconsequential to another, but 
that’s hardly the point. Anything 
that causes you concern is impor-
tant, and worth sharing. Don’t hide 
things because you feel that on a 
rating scale they don’t compare to 
somebody else’s trials. When you 
have the courage to be vulnerable, 
others are able to share in a more 
authentic way. This leads to more 

genuine connections; and it has led 
to us having much deeper, more 
fulfilling relationships.

    
RESILIENCE – WE ALL 
HAVE IT! 
We’re all born with a certain 
amount of resilience, but it’s the 
events in our lives that shape this 
quality. People are surprised by 
what they can endure, and the fact 
that life carries on and that they 
can find joy again. Feeling joy can 
bring guilt – as if by singing along 
to a song in the car, you’re forget-
ting your loved one and moving 
on. But being able to live again, 
even in an altered reality, doesn’t 
mean this at all. It just means that 
life is triumphantly beautiful, and 
you’re responding to that.

Resilience means I am able to 
live in the moment, to value each 
friendship and relationship, to love 
and to be loved. Grief has taught 
me that to honour the love I have 
for my children, I must live the 
best way I possibly can. Life is a 
choice. You need to make a choice 
to live the best version of your life. 
Bad things happen to everybody. 
It’s what you decide to do in the 
aftermath that reveals who you 
are – to yourself and others – and 
shows your true resilience.

Our blog, https://isabella1509.com, is 
dedicated to our sweet children. In our 
journey of grief, we have found ourselves 
driven to seek understanding by helping 
others. We hope that through our writing  
we can help you in your time of need. 

If you are a parent who has lost 
a child, I am so sorry. Breathe. Just 
one breath at a time, one moment 
at a time. You are stronger than 
you think; you will not drown.
Wake up every morning and face 
the day. You have the privilege  
of life, something your child  
was robbed of. Make this a life 
worth living – for them, if for 
nobody else. ✤
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